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How Urban Forest School Gave Us the Connections
We Needed During the Pandemic
Margaret Nell Becker
Happiness is the greatest skill we’ll ever learn… Happiness is our potential.
–Katherine May, Wintering
My school building sits along the East River in New York City. If you stop to look out the windows of our
hallways and classrooms, you will catch a breathtaking expanse of water and sky. You will also see an
island, full of lush greenery and gigantic trees, so close to where you stand, you imagine that, weather
permitting, it would be an easy swim.
This is Randall’s Island, which has been the site of our fourth/fifth grade classroom’s forest school for
the past two years, since the fall of 2020. In this essay, I argue for the importance of learning in nature,
for what Hooven, Kissling, and Woods (2021) call “emergent earthen curriculum” (p. 20), and show how
this emergent learning lends itself to students’ creation of significance in their here and now, based on
the relationships they forge with the world around them. I describe how, in the wake of pandemic school
closings, my students and I developed our own urban forest school, and how two significant landmarks
on Randall’s Island—Dream Tree and the Beach—became driving forces in our learning about the world,
ourselves, and our community.

IN SEARCH OF CONNECTION
As I sat to write this article, I was COVID-19 positive. After two years of hiding from it, COVID-19
had found me. It quarantined me from my students. It canceled my birthday plans. The world went on
outside my bedroom door. My children went to school. Dinners were made. Shoes were tied. Coffee
was brewed. It had nothing to do with me. When we went into lockdown, our voluntary isolation was
to protect ourselves and each other from this ultimate isolation scenario of being alone in a room with
COVID-19. It did not feel good to be there, interacting with everyone through screens, being away from
the people who make me whole. Even when I spoke to people on the phone or took small walks to the
dog run, I felt disconnected from the flow of life.
COVID-19 forced me to think about the connections I forge and value. The loneliest, most disconnected
days of the pandemic were in its first few weeks, when it was too cold to be outdoors. As the weather
warmed, I found connection outdoors, in the here and now of our neighborhood. Every afternoon
my daughter, Mona, and I took long, rambling walks through Prospect Park and our neighborhood.
Sometimes, my daughter brought her notebook and surveyed our neighbors (from six feet away). She
asked our neighbors what song they sang while washing their hands, how they were feeling, and what
they were good at. Every Monday, Mona tallied the businesses that were closed and compared the
numbers over weeks. In the park, Mona found a rock on the shore of a pond that she liked to sit on for
the better part of an hour, just staring at the water. She proclaimed this spot as her peaceful place.
Things that were unremarkable before became landmarks to Mona and me. We noticed and loved things
we had not noticed before. By that first COVID-19 summer, when we passed the sunflowers in a planter
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on the sidewalk, Mona exclaimed, “These were just up to my head in the spring! They grew so much.”
And when, in the late summer, those same sunflowers were wilting and losing their color, Mona knew it
was a harbinger of fall and cold.
Just as Mona and I reinvented what mattered in our daily lives through the first months of the
pandemic, so did administrators and teachers at my Manhattan elementary school. Priorities were
upended. Suddenly connection was all that mattered and all other standards fell away. Our quality of
teaching was measured in how much we interacted with the students. Our administrators pushed us to
report how many times we were seeing students’ faces, how often they came to morning meeting, how
often we were able to ask, one-on-one, how they were doing.
When we returned to the building and in-person teaching in the fall of 2020, this emphasis on
connection continued. Now we had to think of ways to make our carefully measured and isolated desks,
face masks, and forbidden contact with students in other classrooms feel not scary but welcoming. We
had to understand that kids were coming from wildly different experiences of the past several months
and were in different places emotionally and academically. We had to keep everyone safe. We had to
make everyone feel comfortable.
For me, these new priorities provided an opening to move my fourth/fifth grade classroom outdoors. It
was obvious to administrators that my proposal to take the children outside provided a way for students
to stretch and move and connect while being safer than in a poorly ventilated classroom. This mattered
to me, but even more, it was a chance to pursue a dream I had long been coveting: to have forest school.
For several years prior to COVID-19 I had been reading about forest schools and about the different
ways educators were implementing this pedagogy across the world. Put most simply, forest schools
take children into forest settings on a regular basis and encourage an emergent curriculum based
on the children’s explorations of that environment. In her book Forest School in Practice for All Ages
(2016), Sarah Knight uses the metaphor of a tree to describe the pedagogy of forest school. Knight
asks us to envision that the ground or soil that provides the conditions for forest school to grow is play
and outdoor education. The “trunk” that holds up this tree is the children constructing knowledge
through interacting with the world around them. The “branches of knowledge” that are then able to
grow are pedagogies of place, time, mindfulness, biophilia (the loving of living things), bushcraft, and
sustainability (2016). As a method, it is grounded in the belief that our organic connections to the earth
foster the most important kind of learning. The curriculum is not pre-planned, but educators are there
to ask questions and facilitate children’s explorations.
Administrative permission secured, my students, co-teacher, and I undertook the construction of a
forest curriculum, one that was firmly rooted in Randall’s Island. The students and I took the 15-minute
walk to the island every Thursday afternoon for two years. Sitting at the intersection of three different
boroughs, in between large bridges and the East River, a part of the marvel of this experience was the
dramatic shift from the constant activity of the city to an oasis of nature. To get to Randall’s Island, we
walked one short block to the river. From there, we accessed the pedestrian bridge that wraps around the
corner of 103rd Street and stretches across the water.
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Figures 1, 2, and 3. Walking to Randall's Island

Once we arrived, we were greeted with large sports fields, trees, hills, and rocks. To our left, paths ran
along the coastline, dotted with sprays of wildflowers. On one of the paths, painted in yellow, were the
words, “Black Lives Matter.” Ducks and geese grazed by the water, picking at the grass, eyeing picnics for
dropped morsels of food. A horse stable sat facing the water, and in the spring, two horses swayed their
tails and ate grass through the chain link fence. My students plucked grass that was out of the horses’
reach and passed it to them through the fence.

Figure 4. The students feeding the horses

Sometimes we walked to the shoreline that revealed itself—the muddy banks, the weathered sea glass
(old bottles smoothed out by the waves), various rocks and sediments, and abandoned junk chipped and
broken just enough that its existence appeared a mystery, its history coveted. There was a little grove
where someone had set up logs in a circle, with half of a tree trunk in the middle to serve as a table.
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Farther on, there was a marsh with a plethora of wildlife, including oysters and Great Blue Herons. When
we looked across the river, we saw our city, its skyline of behemoth buildings and its highway jam-packed
with cars, and the various bridges and landmarks that marked the sky like giants. We could hear the
clatter of city life, the horns honking, the boom and crash of construction, the wail of sirens, but they
did not hold the same weight here. The urban din was just as loud as the caws of the Peregrine Falcons
that perched in the branches. On Randall’s Island, we turned our attention to the trees and the birds.

Figure 5. The Manhattan skyline from Randall’s Island

THE PEDAGOGY OF PLACE AND TIME AT THE DREAM TREE
One of the most important things that emerged as we explored the spaces of Randall’s Island was a
sense that a part of the park was “our space,” a place the children returned to again and again. Our
space turned out to be on the southern side of the island, to the right of the foot bridge, where trees
dotted a sloping hill leading to the water. The defining feature of this space was a massive tree with
branches that seemed to stretch in every direction, a place where we would gather and place our things.
The trunk was big enough to hide behind during games of tag. In the late summer and early fall, the
tree’s leaves provided us with shade. In the winter, we were able to spot a hawk perching on the bare
branches. After weeks of visiting this same spot, and always meeting at this tree, my students began to
call it “Dream Tree.” It became another member of our community. “Race you to Dream Tree!” the kids
yelled as we approached it. Dream Tree was often greeted with hugs.
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Figures 6 and 7. The Dream Tree

Knight (2016) discusses the pedagogy of place and time as essential in forest school teaching. “When
participants engage with a wooded space over a number of weeks, then that space becomes another
key to the learning experience. The minute changes that occur from week to week as the seasons
progress, as the space becomes used and as the users’ perceptions sharpen, link the learner to the space
as if it were another facilitator” (p. 100). Knight argues that returning to the same space allows that
space to take on the role of teacher, providing lessons simply through the changes over time and the
relationships that students make with the space.
Our visits to Randall’s Island were regular and predictable so that we could notice the small changes
that occurred over time. Sometimes, this attention to time and place appeared explicitly, such as when
we had students write and draw observations of a particular living thing on the island over months.
Because we dedicated regular and frequent visits to the same place, questions, ideas, and observations
of change and transformation on the island also happened spontaneously in free-form discussions
among students and teachers.
In particular, curriculum emerged through my students’ sense of connection to the Dream Tree. They
observed it closely. They noticed the changes in the Dream Tree, changes in color, loss of leaves, subtle
changes in the texture of its bark. They detected changes in the environs of the tree, the comings and
goings of cicadas or changes in the quality of sunlight—changes that unfolded over longer periods of
time and that were perceptible because we went there for two years. They observed how it felt to be
there among the leaves, warm breeze, and sunshine, or on cloudy and blustery or snowy days. They saw
what was the same about and different from all the days we had been there before. When they found the
ground surrounding Dream Tree littered with trash, my students asked to bring trash bags and gloves to
clean up.
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Figures 8 and 9. Students make snow people with twigs from the tree
in the winter and find cicadas in its shade the late summer

In the spring, when we wrote nature poems, the Dream Tree figured heavily.

Figure 10. A tree poem
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EMERGENT CURRICULUM AT THE BEACH
In the fall of 2021, the beginning of our second COVID-19 school year, we were meant to return to
normal, though we still wore masks, we still got tested for COVID-19, and we still filled out paperwork
to enter the building. But now all the students were in the classroom every day. We could sit three feet
apart instead of six, and children could sit across from each other if there was enough distance. We got
our rug back, the place we gathered in a community circle. Students could search for books from the
same book bins.
In the first few days of school, students shared questions and wishes for the year. There was much talk of
Randall’s Island: when we would be going back, how frequently we would go, and whether we could start
going immediately. This was our second year with our now fifth graders. Some of the students were in
our physical classroom for the first time; in the previous spring, many students had attended in-person
school only two of the five days while others had stayed remote all spring. It was clear in those first few
days that the magic and lore that had grown around trips to Randall’s Island were powerful for students
who had been there the previous year and others who had only heard about it. Randall’s Island was
already driving the students’ hopes for the coming year and it held the early promise of connection. In
her essay exploring the importance of fostering ecological identity in students, Ann Pelo (2014) argues
that “love for a specific place makes love for other places possible. An ecological identity allows us to
experience the Earth as our home ground and leaves us determined to live in an honorable relationship
with our planet” (p. 42). Our passionate ecological identity lived not only on Randall’s Island but came
with us into the classroom.
Even with these strong feelings of connection to Randall’s Island, my co-teacher and I struggled with
how these trips and their emergent curriculum fit into the new academic year. Now the expectations
were for students to “catch up,” as though there was some race that we were all participating in when
we returned to learning in school. We still tried to go once a week, or to do something around the
neighborhood. Sometimes it did not fit into the plans and so we did not go.
The students continued to ask to go to Randall’s Island. I missed it, too. And so, despite the
expectations, all the ways in which we were meant to catch up, after a month of school we made the
commitment to go every Thursday. We dedicated the last hour of the day to Randall’s Island—or as my
co-teacher called it, the Isle of Randall—with the objective of just being there.
“I’m going to take a walk,” I announced on one of these Thursday afternoons on the island. The weather
was unseasonably warm, the last whisper of summer. Coats had been left in the classroom, which
made it easier to move around and examine things: that plant that could be lavender or rosemary, a
suspicious-looking insect.
Only a few of the children, mostly those who did not want to play frisbee, took me up on the walk.
We moved slowly and I stayed back with a couple of kids lingering next to a plant. So I did not see the
moment they discovered the beach. But I heard them. There were cries of astonishment and excitement.
As I climbed over the rocks leading to the sandy shore, they were soon surrounding me and holding out
their discoveries: a hermit crab shell, what looked like a crystal, sea glass (See Figure 4).
“This is quicksand!” one student cried, letting her fresh sneakers sink deep into the watery mud.
“Is quicksand even real?” another student asked as she tried to balance on a rock peeking out of the surf.
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“It’s not quicksand! It’s just wet because of the water!” another student called out, crouched in front of a
drainage pipe but still listening to the conversations happening a few feet away.
Immediately my teacher brain emerged. “An opportunity to teach about the tides!” I thought to myself,
and then asked if they could think why the sand here might be more squishy than the sand close to the
path. The children had no time for my agenda: “Look at that stick! Is that a piece of pottery?”
That afternoon, the kids brought back pocketfuls of what was essentially garbage—the chipped
remnants of flatware, jagged pieces of weather-worn glass, hunks of rock and cement. They treated them
as if they were treasure. They were objects of mystery and evoked many questions. On the walk back
from Randall’s Island that afternoon, curriculum began to emerge; the children voiced questions and
hypotheses about what these treasures were and where they came from.
When we got back to the classroom, my students’ shoes were caked with mud. Their leggings were
wet and dirt and sand collected underneath their fingernails. They did not mind. My students were
forming a sensual relationship with the beach, which is integral to developing one’s ecological identity.
Many students began to draw from their prior knowledge to classify the rocks and sediment they took
back to the classroom to clean, sort, and organize. Other students identified distinctive markings
on the flatware—a particular design, a collection of numbers that looked like a possible year, words
that suggested a brand name or builder—and researched online the possible origins of these broken
remnants of the past. Pelo argues, “Intellectual and critical knowledge needs a foundation of sensual
awareness” (p. 44). When my students squished their feet in the “quicksand,” this sensual act inspired
them to hypothesize about what this liquidy sand could be.

Figures 11 and 12. Students discovering the beach on Randall’s Island

The next week, more students joined the walk. I brought gloves and sandwich bags for collecting. This
time, there was no possibility of an aimless walk; the call of the beach was too strong. Again, some kids
ran ahead of me, so I was not there for the moment when they found that the beach had disappeared. By
the time I reached the rocks, now teaming with water, the students were flustered.
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“Where did the beach go?” the students cried. The shore’s disappearing act was high drama for my
students. Immediately, there was intense discussion and speculation about what had happened to the
beach. Many students, remembering what they had been learning about Miami’s shrinking coastline in
social studies, suspected it had to do with climate change. The images and stories of the flooded beaches
and encroaching sea in Florida reminded them of the disappearing shoreline here on Randall’s Island.
However, when we returned the following week, my students discovered the shoreline was once again
visible. The re-emergence of their beach forced my students to rethink their hypothesis that the shore
had disappeared due to rising sea levels, as climate change caused sea levels only to increase over time,
not increase and decrease from week to week.
Other hypotheses were considered. One student offered the belief that when it rains, the river’s level
naturally rises and floods the shores. However, students soon debunked that theory as they began to
keep track of whether or not it had rained in the immediate days before going to Randall’s Island. The
visibility and invisibility of the beach did not correlate with rainy or dry days. Plus, rain tended to be
more unpredictable and random than the appearance or disappearance of the beach.
The question of what caused the beach to appear and disappear became a typical conversation among
the students on Randall’s Island and back in the classroom. This collective inquiry was practical: if
students wanted to collect treasures on the beach, the beach had to be there to collect those treasures. It
directly affected them to know about this river and how it behaved.
During one of these discussions, one student questioned whether or not the disappearing shoreline had
something to do with ocean tides. Other students agreed that tides could cause the beach to appear and
disappear. They recalled trips to the Atlantic Ocean beaches when adults around them spoke of “high
tide” and “low tide.” They knew it was related to how far up the sand the water reached.
The following week, I used an app to track the tides. “It says it’s going to be low tide today. So what do
you predict? Will the beach be there or not?” With most not knowing the difference between low tide
and high tide, students predicted using context clues. Walking over the bridge to Randall’s Island, we
stopped midway to gaze at the shoreline of the island. Together, we discussed where our beach would be
and if it was there. We used landmarks from our previous visits: there are the benches where we dumped
our gloves, that is the tree that Leela climbed. We found it, saw the flash of beige sand that revealed our
beach. “So low tide, the beach is there.”
It became a habit over the rest of the school year to check the tide level. When it was high tide, we would
explore other parts of the island. When it was low tide, we went back to the beach and collected. The
students noticed a pattern with this ritual: every other week, it would be low tide. A question bloomed
from these discussions, always there but never needing to be uttered, since we were so intent on finding
the answer: What does that say about how tides work?
Adrienne maree brown (2017) emphasizes the importance of attending to the emergent as a way to
connect our understanding with the “sacred systems of life all around us” (p. 2). The knowledge that
emerged out of our beach discovery and subsequent exploration came from experiencing and coming
to know a sacred system—the tides. My students participated in this sacred system because they were
drawn to its changing nature. They were engaged by what was revealed and what was hidden by the
tides (see Figure 8). Brown goes on to explain that when we forge relationships with these sacred
systems, we find our humanity in them (p. 2). We understand that we are part of the same sacred
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systems and subject to the same changes, transformations, and mysteries that the natural world goes
through. In this way, my students were impelled to think about the nature of the differences in their
own lives, the ebbs and flows of their challenges and experiences, and find their own identities as living
beings in nature.
The day my students found the sand covered with water, they felt they had witnessed magic. And nature
is magic. When we speak of magic in stories, it is a reflection of the magic we witness every day in our
own lives: the appearance and disappearance of things, strange-looking creatures with powers all their
own, plants that heal.

Figures 13 and 14. Students return to the beach to collect objects and witness the changes in the tides

Hooven, Kissling, and Woods (2021) call this kind of curriculum “emergent earthen curriculum (p. 20),
an act of “ecological citizenship,” in which, they argue, borrowing from Aldo Leopold, children join
‘“the land-community,’ which expands beyond humans ‘to include soils, waters, plants, and animals, or
collectively: the land.’” This expanded perspective on the place of humans as only one piece of a larger,
more vibrant world is vital, Hooven and colleagues (2021) say, for facing our global ecological crisis.

FINDING PEACE ON RANDALL’S ISLAND
At the beginning of the second year, when we returned to Randall’s Island, Leela and Suhri perched
by the banks of the river, side by side. “What are you up to?” I asked. “Just feeling peaceful,” they said.
They told me that here, on Randall’s Island, it felt like nothing bad could reach them.
When we make meaningful relationships with a place, we allow ourselves to find joy and meaning
in the world. Perhaps my students found peace on Randall’s Island because they needed peace as
they reconstructed a world changed by the pandemic. When the world seemed out of their control,
frightening and lacking connection, Randall’s Island was a place where they experienced some
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predictability, control over their learning, and often, they were able to engage with longer time frames
of natural change. By being mindful and present, they could focus on loving, positive relationships with
the land and each other, temporarily setting aside some of the stress and fear.
Many people believe that in the wake of the pandemic, children “lost a year.” I would argue that
they did not misplace a year of their lives. The time of learning during COVID-19 was very much in
their possession, because they experienced it and are still experiencing it. Many parts of it have been
difficult and scary. There has been a lot of disruption and change. But at the same time, there have been
opportunities for new interests and new priorities.
Still, others claim that the children lost out on learning during the pandemic. While some of what
is typically measured on standardized testing may be lagging or missing (Goldstein, 2022), it is also
important to acknowledge that children have experienced remarkable contexts for learning throughout
the pandemic. They have had to make sense of a frightening situation that impacted them directly. They
had to learn new rules and protocols about the ways we spread disease, about the nature of medicine,
and doctors, and isolating. They have had to learn personal responsibility as they obediently pull up
masks they would have refused to wear just a couple of years ago. They have had to find resilience with
every passing change, every interaction taken from them, every experience morphed into something
new. They had to spend time with themselves and learn about who they were—how they managed their
own learning in their bedrooms, how they managed their fear, boredom, and sadness. Learning, as
always, was in abundance.
Perhaps something that was lost or at least challenged during the pandemic was a feeling of connection.
This was certainly true for my students and me, as we struggled to connect over online schooling,
locked down in our homes. But the feeling of connection was not lost in the sense that it was completely
gone; rather, it was lost in that we did not have a map to find it because nobody had made one yet. We
had to make our own maps.
My daughter Mona knew how to get to her rock in Prospect Park and she knew why she needed it. She
understood, when climbing onto that rock, when peeling off her mask for a moment, breathing in the
spring air, that she needed to find peace because the world around her was chaos. She learned that
watching living animals; water moving with the wind; swaying grass; stoic, giant trees, calmed her.
In the same way my students found that every other week, our river was at low tide, and revealed a
glittering shoreline with hermit crabs, sea glass, rocks and sediment, and the shattered remains of their
neighbors. In just a few short weeks, they could predict when the tides would be high, and when they
would be low. They inspected the landmarks that they adopted—those rocks, that cement barrier—to see
how far in or out the tide had gone from the last time. Many did not remember all their times tables, but
they did remember just where the water and the land met three weeks ago.
Looking back, I wonder why it took me so long to implement this sort of pedagogy. In my first few
months of forest school, it was difficult for me to walk to Randall’s Island without some sort of plan.
Even in my second year of going there, there was still a voice in my head that kept nagging me. If I do
not have a plan, are they really learning anything?
The answer: of course they are. Everyone is learning all the time. Being alive is learning, because
experiences are learning. Learning is happening on the walk home from school. Learning is happening
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while watching TV. Learning is happening while sleeping. Learning is happening in the bath. Learning
is happening at the dinner table. When we are freed from some of the constraints of what we are told
or imagine we must do, what else might we do? We can run. We can examine things. We can follow our
questions. We can let our attention wander and see where it leads. We can have conversations. All of this
is learning. Learning is always in abundance. What is missing from our students’ formal education is the
opportunity to connect their learning and their lives with the world outside classroom walls.
I had to fight the impulse not to go to Randall’s Island because we had too much work to do or it was too
cold or there was not enough time. Because no matter what, the students kept asking to go. Eventually, I
became comfortable with venturing to Randall’s Island without any agenda. We did yoga there, read, ate
lunch, played games, set off paper rockets, sat by the river. We spent a month writing nature poems. My
students snatched my phone out of my hands to take close-up photos of flowers blooming. They acted
out a game they had invented from a book series about warrior cats (Cary & Baldrey, 2003-2022). They
spent hours gathering “herbs” and setting up territories.

Figure 15. Students make a map of Warrior Cats territories on Randall’s Island

Outside of our schools and homes and offices, the world exists. During the pandemic, the outside
was the one thing that we did not have to distance ourselves from. Being outside was how I found
connection to the world around me when connection seemed to be in desperately short supply. When
I was quarantined with COVID-19, I missed that connection even more. I yearned to breathe in the air
and sit in the grass and listen to what my students had to say about their world. I wanted to hear Leela
and Suhri’s thoughts about finding peace by the water’s edge. I wanted to find myself again amidst our
collective community, at the foot of the large, strong Dream Tree and standing at the ever-changing
coastline, the Beach.
Living, teaching, learning, and connecting since COVID-19 have felt somewhat like a dream, or like
a world of shifting sand, not that everything used to be perfect or ideal but that our worlds were
rearranged. Because, with our worlds jumbled and dream-like, some of the demands and norms of
standardized living were loosened and we realized we could do things we previously did not believe we
could do.
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When we took the time to experience the world around us, to form connections—with a tree, with the
shore of a river, with one another—we created our own worlds in the here and now. They became woven
into the inner fabric of who we are, and they led us to learning, to the natural world, to ourselves, and
most importantly, back to one another.

Figure 16. Finding connections with one another on Randall’s Island
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